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Grammar 
 

Unit (4.3): Getting Out the Vote 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

School groups are active, they ________ to participate a lot. 1. 

(D)  is tried (C)  try (B)  trying (A)  tries  

I ________ English story books. 2. 

(D)  will reads (C)  reading (B)  read (A)  reads  

He ________ that voting is important.  3. 

(D)  believer (C)  is believe (B)  believe (A)  believes  

They ________ the most laps. 4. 

(D)  completes (C)  is complete (B)  complete  (A)  completion  

We ________ for swimming meets. 5. 

(D)  train (C)  training (B)  is train (A)  trains  

She ________ to encourage all citizens to vote. 6. 

(D)  wants (C)  want (B)  went (A)  wanting  

Sarah ________ around the block. 7. 

(D)  walked (C)  walks (B)  walk (A)  walking  

Sarah and Lara ________ around the block. 8. 

(D)  walked (C)  walks (B)  walk (A)  walking  

The cookies _________ in the oven. 9. 

(D)  baking (C)  baker (B)  bakes (A)  bake  

The kids _________ their homework. 10. 

(D)  did (C)  doing (B)  does (A)  do  
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The student ________ science when it involves a field trip to the 

zoo. 
11. 

(D)  enjoying (C)  enjoyed (B)  enjoys (A)  enjoy  

The students ________ science when it involves a field trip to the 

zoo. 
12. 

(D)  enjoying (C)  enjoyed (B)  enjoys (A)  enjoy  

 

Question 2: 
Read each sentence. On the lines provided, write the correct form of 
each incorrect verb.  

1. John Pike walks around Las Vegas as he ask his neighbors to vote. 

___________ 

2. As citizens in a democracy, we agrees. ___________ 

3. She want to encourage all citizens to vote. ___________ 

4. Political groups are active; they tries to register new voters. __________ 

 
Unit (5.3): Historic Journey 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

The ________ part of the trip was not having a good map. 1. 

(D)  hard (C)  harder (B)  harding (A)  hardest  

English is ________ than Math. 2. 

(D)  more easy (C)  easiest (B)  easier (A)  easy  

Lewis and Clark are two of the ________ men in the history. 3. 

(D)  braverest (C)  braver (B)  brave (A)  bravest  

Her grandmother’s advice was the ________ of them all.  4. 

(D)  wisest (C)  wiser (B)  most wise (A)  more wise  

 Summer in Alabama is ________ than summer in Ohio. 5. 

(D) more hotter (C)  hotter (B)  hottest (A)  hot   

Ali is _______ than Ahmad. 6. 

(D)  shorter (C)  more short (B)  short (A)  short  
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The boys are _______ today than they were yesterday. 7. 

(D)  happiest (C)  happy (B)  more happy (A)  happier  

 

Question 2: 
 

Read each sentence. Rewrite it with the correct adjective form.  
 

1. Samoa is probably warm than Canada. ___________ 

2. Fire ants are small than a fingernail. ___________ 

3. He said that Mr. Andrews was the smart teacher he had ever had. 

___________ 

4. Lewis thought that they were the odd squirrels in the world. 

___________ 

5. Two hundred years ago, it was hard to cross the country than it is today. 

___________ 

 
 
Unit (5.4): Unbreakable Code 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

Hiking was ________ difficult than hauling water. 1. 

(D)  much (C)  most (B)  more (A)  mostly  

This is the ________ interesting story of all.  2. 

(D)  most (C)  more (B)  so (A)  much  

Math is ________ interesting than History. 3. 

(D)  much (C)  most (B)  more (A)  mostly  

She is the ________ talkative girl in the class.  4. 

(D)  most (C)  more (B)  so (A)  much  

The blue dress is _______ than the yellow dress. 5. 

(D)  beautifuler 
(C)  more 

beautiful  

(B)  most 

beautiful 
(A)  beautiful  
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Unit (5.5): The Gri Gri Tree 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

He liked fruit _________ than breakfast cereals. 1. 

(D)  best (C)  better (B)  gooder (A)  good  

Madinah is _________ than Jeddah. 2. 

(D)  gooder (C)  best (B)  better (A)  good  

Sarah said a parrot makes the _________ pet of all. 3. 

(D)  most good (C)  best (B)  better (A)  good  

I think hurricanes are the _________ of all storms.  4. 

(D)  more bad (C)  worst (B)  worse (A)  bad  

Angela is a _________ helper than Roberto. 5. 

(D)  more 

better 
(C)  best (B)  better (A)  good  

Yesterday I was sick. Today I feel _________.   6. 

(D)  better 
(C)   more 

better 
(B)  good (A)  best     

 
Unit (6.2): Skunk Scout 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

I speak English ________ fluently now than last year. 1. 

(D)  much (C)  most (B)  more (A)  mostly  

Ali worked the ________ quietly of all. 2. 

(D)  much (C)  most  (B)  more (A)  mostly  

The truck moved ________ slowly than the car. 3. 

(D)  much (C)  most (B)  so (A)  more  

The cheetah ran the ________ of the three.  (fast) 4. 

(D)  most fast (C)  more faster  (B)  fastest   (A)  faster  
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Jeremy works ________ than Tom does. (hard) 5. 

(D)  most hardest (C)  hardest (B)  harder (A)  hard  

The food truck comes ________ than the ice cream truck. (soon) 6. 

(D)  most soon (C)  more soon (B)  soonest (A)  sooner  

Birds can change direction ________ than a plane. (fast) 7. 

(D)  more fast   (C)  fastest (B)  faster (A)  fast  

 
 

The End!


